Frequently Asked Questions

**My business is not located in Grand Prairie, but I would still like to participate as a vendor.**

You may participate at any point level (400-1,000), but your mission tasks can only consist of something online. Such as a secret code on your social media, something particular about your website, etc.

**My business is online only, can I still participate?**

Of course, and you may participate at any level. If the mission you choose includes requiring a purchase to be made, we will make the participants take a screen shot of the confirmation/receipt to complete the task. You may not specify the dollar amount required to be spent. Also, please note that we cannot guarantee that all players will complete your task.

**When is the competition over, and how does someone win?**

The competition will run the full 5 days (9/10-9/14). If someone completes all the tasks on the first day, they do **not** automatically win. At the end of the 5 days, whoever has the highest scores will win 1st, 2nd and 3rd place. If multiple players tie, we will have a drawing at random for the winner.

**How is the competition kept fair for the players and vendors?**

Only one game can be played per player. We are administrators for the game. This means we can view every submission that comes in, and we are able to remove points as necessary if players do not complete the tasks as instructed. This ensures player honesty and ensured vendor recognition for the completed tasks.